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Abstract:
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a problem-solving technique that is based on the concepts of natural
selection and genetics. GAs have become powerful methods for solving difficult optimization
problems.
A GA begins with a varied population of individuals, each of which is a candidate solution to the
problem being solved. The fitness of each individual is determined by how well it solves the particular
problem. The GA evolves this population using crossover and mutation operators. Those individuals
with high fitness levels are more likely to be selected for crossover than those with low fitness levels.
The goal of the GA is to evolve a population of highly fit individuals, one of which can serve as the
solution to the problem.
A GA can be parallelized to reduce its execution time by dividing the population of individuals among
a number of different processors, each of which represents an island. The islands of subpopulations
evolve independently from each other, promoting diversity among the indidividuals. Occasionally,
individuals may be allowed to migrate between islands, depending on the physical topology of the
islands.
This thesis describes how GAs have been implemented to solve the traveling salesman and job-shop
scheduling problems. Four variations of PGAs have been designed, each of which uses a different
island topology.
The four PGAs and the serial GA are compared for solution qualities obtained and execution times
required. The PGA with high island connectivity and migration is shown to obtain higher quality
solutions than other models examined in most cases. PGA models have shown to obtain solutions with
error percentage improvements over serial GAs of 100.00%, 6.49%, and 21.21% for three selected
traveling salesman problem data sets. These PGA models completed their executions in 12.1%, 7.2%,
and 7.7% of the elapsed times required by the serial models. For the job-shop scheduling problem,
solutions with error percentages that were 28.42%, 28.60%, and 64.50% better than the serial models’
best solutions were achieved by the PGAs for three data sets. The elapsed times required by these
PGAs were 15.1%, 13.4%, and 13.1% of the times required by the serial GAs.
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ABSTRACT
A genetic algorithm (GA) is a problem-solving technique that is based on the
concepts of natural selection and genetics. GAs have become powerful methods for
solving difficult optimization problems.
A GA begins with a varied population of individuals, each of which is a candidate
solution to the problem being solved. The fitness of each individual is determined by
how well it solves the particular problem. The GA evolves this population using
crossover and mutation operators. Those individuals with high fitness levels are more
likely to be selected for crossover than those with low fitness levels. The goal of the GA
is to evolve a population of highly fit individuals, one of which can serve as the solution
to the problem.
A GA can be parallelized to reduce its execution time by dividing the population
of individuals among a number of different processors, each of which represents an
island. The islands of subpopulations evolve independently from each other, promoting
diversity among the indidividuals. Occasionally, individuals may be allowed to migrate
between islands, depending on the physical topology of the islands.
This thesis describes how GAs have been implemented to solve the traveling
salesman and job-shop scheduling problems. Four variations of PGAs have been
designed, each of which uses a different island topology.
The four PGAs and the serial GA are compared for solution qualities obtained and
execution times required. The PGA with high island connectivity and migration is shown
to obtain higher quality solutions than other models examined in most cases. PGA
models have shown to obtain solutions with error percentage improvements over serial
GAs of 100.00%, 6.49%, and 21.21% for three selected traveling salesman problem data
sets. These PGA models completed their executions in 12.1%, 7.2%, and 7.7% of the
elapsed times required by the serial models. For the job-shop scheduling problem,
solutions with error percentages that were 28.42%, 28.60%, and 64.50% better than the
serial models’ best solutions were achieved by the PGAs for three data sets. The elapsed
times required by these PGAs were 15.1%, 13.4%, and 13.1% of the times required by
the serial GAs.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Biological Foundations

The field of computer science is devoted to using computers to find solutions to
various problems. A genetic algorithm (GA) is one such method used to solve problems.
The ideas behind GAs are based on Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection and
basic genetic principles. Darwin reasoned that some living organisms within a
population are more adapted to their environment than other organisms. Those that are
more adapted are said to have high fitness levels. Having high fitness levels provides
individuals with a greater chance of surviving to reproduce.
Gregor Mendel was the first biologist to explain how traits pass from parents to
•offspring in the form of genes. The offspring of sexual reproduction typically do not
identically resemble their parents. Instead, the genetic code of a child organism is
obtained by combining the genetic codes of both parent organisms. Fit organisms, then,
are likely to pass good fragments of genetic code to their young, thereby creating fit
offspring. Over time, a population of organisms is likely to evolve into a more fit
population and become more adapted to its environment.

Genetic Algorithm Overview
John Holland, at the University of Michigan, developed genetic algorithms in the
1960’s. It was in 1975 that his ideas were presented to the world in his book Adaptation
in Natural and Artificial Systems (Holland, 1975). GAs are relatively easy to implement
with a computer program and have been used to successfully find solutions to a variety of
problems including scheduling, optimization, and machine learning.
GAs begin with a population of individuals, each representing a candidate
solution, or chromosome, to the problem being solved. The chromosomes themselves are
made up of a set of values, or genes. The possible values that each gene can take on are
known as the gene alleles. Each of these solutions is evaluated with a fitness function
used to determine how well the solution solves the problem. The candidate solutions are
selected based on their fitness levels to be crossed with other solutions to form new
chromosomes (simulating reproduction in the natural world). A GA may also employ
mutation, or random alteration of the genetic codes of individuals. During each
evolutionary step in a GA, a set of children chromosomes is generated to replace the
parent chromosomes. With each generation, better solutions are strived for until, after
creating the final generation, the best candidate solution in the population is selected to
serve as the solution to the problem being solved.
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Parallel Genetic Algorithm Overview
Since the creation of the numerous generations in a GA can require a substantial
amount of time to run on a computer, GAs are good candidates for parallel processing.
Parallel computing seeks to use multiple central processing units (CPUs) within a single
computer system to work together to solve problems. Typically, parallel computer
systems can be expected to solve problems faster than serial systems (those with only one
CPU).
Various methods for parallelization of GAs exist. One of the most popular of
these methods is the island parallel genetic algorithm (PGA), during which the initial
generation’s chromosomes are divided among a set of processors. Each processor
represents an island that is separated from the other islands. Each island’s subpopulation
of candidate solutions is evolved independently from the other subpopulations. This
helps to promote diversity among the individuals and can help to generate higher quality
solutions faster than would be possible with a serial GA. Occasionally, candidate
solutions are allowed to migrate between islands, to ensure that the good solutions are
allowed to spread to other subpopulations and so the genetic algorithm, as a whole, is
working toward a common solution. The physical layout, or topology, of the islands
determines which islands are allowed to exchange individuals via migration.
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Experimental Goals

This thesis seeks to explain how genetic algorithms can be implemented to solve
problems and how they can be parallelized. Little documentation exists comparing the
quality of PGAs with that of serial GAs. Two optimization problems, the traveling
salesman and job-shop scheduling, are presented, along with methods used to find
solutions to those problems with a GA. Additionally, new experiments have been
performed to determine how the serial genetic algorithm compares to four variations of
the island model PGA. Answers to the following three questions were reached.
1)

What type of island topology can be expected to obtain the best solution
qualities when using a PGA?

2)

How much improvement in solution quality can be expected when
using an island model PGA compared to a serial GA?

3)

How much speedup can be expected when using an island model PGA
compared to a serial GA?

It is hoped that the results obtained from the experiments with the traveling
salesman and job-shop scheduling problems can be generalized to other problems that
can be solved with a GA as well. The goal of this thesis has not been to develop the best
possible genetic algorithms to solve these problems. Instead, the focus has been on
determining how the serial and parallel variations of the programs compare with each
other.

Hardware Resources
The National Science Foundation’s Partemship for Advanced Computational
Infirastmcture supported this research by providing computing time on a Cray T3E system
at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center. The Cray T3E contains 512 Digital Alpha 450
MHz processors arranged in a three-dimensional toms topology. The memory of the
system is physically distributed with 128 MB for each processor.

Message Passing Interface

To implement the parallelism and perform the communication between the
processors, the Message Passing Interface (MPI) was used. MPI is a popular standard
that includes a set of portable library functions that allow inter-process communication to
take place. When using MPI, the number of processors desired is specified when running
a program. At the start of the program, a process is launched on each of the processors
desired. Each process is assigned a unique identification number. It is with this
identification number that processes can indicate the other processes with which they are
to communicate. All of the programs were implemented in C.
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CHAPTER 2
GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Combinatorial Optimization Problems

A genetic algorithm is composed of a set of operations modeled after those found
in the natural world. GAs are most often used to find good solutions to combinatorial
optimization problems that have large search spaces. A combinatorial optimization
problem is one for which a discrete set of possible solutions exists. Examples of such
problems include ordering, scheduling, and packing problems. For all of these problem
types, there exists an optimal solution in a search space of all candidate solutions. Many
of these types of problems belong to time complexity classes for which polynomial
solutions remain unknown. To perform an exhaustive search through a large search
space to find the optimal solution to one of these problems could require a great deal of
time.

Heuristics and the Search Space

A GA is one of many heuristics classified under the field of artificial intelligence.
A heuristic is a set of rules used to guide a search through a search space. Rather than
performing an exhaustive search through all candidate solutions in a search space,
heuristics seek to examine only some of the candidate solutions and still obtain a good
one. Other heuristic techniques include simulated annealing and tabu search.

An example of a search space is shown in Figure I. This space is that of the
f u n c t i o n y) = x + y , where (0 < x, j; < 10). One problem to be solved may be to find
the (x, y) values that maximize this function. The solution, then, would be the pair (x =
10, y = 10). One can see that even when only integer values are considered, there are
eleven possible values that the parameters x and y can take. This gives a total of 121
different combinations of (x, y) pairs that would have to be examined to perform an
exhaustive search and guarantee that the function be maximized. One could design a
genetic algorithm to maximize the value for f(x,y) and avoid having to perform such a
search.

Search Space For
f{x, y) = x + y
20

15
f ( x , y ) = 10

x +y
5

10

0
y
X

10

Figure I : Search Space for the Function F(x, y) = x + y

U
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One benefit to using a GA is that it can overcome the challenges posed by search
spaces that are uneven. Such search spaces may have groups of good solutions separated
by bad ones. Rather than converging upon a local optimum as many other heuristics tend
to do with uneven search spaces, a genetic algorithm is able to search through many
locations in a search space simultaneously, thereby reducing the chances of a poor,
premature convergence (Mitchell, 1996).

Genetic Algorithm Definition

A typical GA follows the steps shown in Figure 2, each of which will be
described in further detail. Much variation can exist in GAs. However, the steps shown
here are common in most.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
10)
11)
11)

Randomly generate n individuals.
Loop once for each generation desired:
Calculate the fitness f (x) of each individual x.
Place the best number_elite individuals in new population.
Loop to generate (n - number_elite) ,new individuals:
Select two parent chromosomes.
Cross the parents to generate two new individuals.
With some probability, mutate the children.
Place the two children into a new population.
End loop.
Replace the current population with the new population.
End loop.
The most fit individual is selected as the solution.

Figure 2: Genetic Algorithm
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Initial Population
A GA must begin with some initial population of individuals, each of which
represents a candidate solution to the problem being solved. Typically, this population of
chromosomes is generated using some method involving randomness. It has been shown
that starting with an initial population of chromosomes with high fitness levels can be
beneficial. They should be generated using some type of randomized heuristic that is
known to build high quality solutions to the problem (Ahuja & Orlin, 1997). As in the
field of genetics, each chromosome is made up of a set of genes. In nature, these genes
encode some type of individual trait; in a genetic algorithm, the genes encode a candidate
solution.

Selection of Individuals

To make use of the idea of natural selection, a GA must provide a method by
which fit individuals are more likely to be selected for crossover than weak individuals.
This is performed by developing a problem-specific fitness function that determines how
well a candidate solution solves the problem. Once the fitness levels of the chromosomes
in a population are known, a probability of selection can be assigned to each
chromosome. Selection of only the best individuals can cause a GA’s population to
quickly become very similar, thereby converging upon an answer without examining
enough of the search space. Selection of too many weak individuals may prevent a GA
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from locating the best solutions due to concentrating too heavily on the poor ones
(Mitchell, 1996).

Fitness-Proportionate Selection
Under fitness-proportionate selection, an individual’s probability of selection is
directly proportionate to its fitness level (Mitchell, 1996). The probability of an
individual being selected using fitness-proportionate selection is given by the formula
.

Fitness(x)

P(x) = - --------------- •

^ jFitness(J)
H

An example population of individuals that has been assigned selection probabilities in
this manner is listed in Table I .

X

I
2
3
4

Fitness
(high is good)
2

4
3
7
Sum = 16

Selection
Probability
2 / 1 6 = 0.13
4 /16 = 0.25
3 / 1 6 = 0.19
7 / 1 6 = 0.44
Sum = 1.0

Table I : Example Population with Fitness-Proportionate Selection Probabilities

Rank Selection

Rank selection can serve as an alternative to fitness-proportionate selection.
Under rank selection, very weak individuals have a greater chance of being selected than
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under fitness-proportionate selection, possibly preventing premature convergence
(Mitchell, 1996). When using this method, a population’s individuals are first ranked
according to their fitness levels from n t o \ ( n being the chromosome having the highest
fitness level). The probability of selecting an individual x is given by the formula
PW = _ ^ M _
^ Rankji)
Z=I

An example of a population with selection probabilities assigned using rank selection
assignment is shown in Table 2.

X

I
2
3
4

Fitness Level
(high is good)
2
4
3
7

Rank
I
3
2
4
Sum = 10

Selection
Probability
1/10 = 0.10
3/10 = 0.30
2/10=0.20
4/10 = 0.40
Sum = 1.0

Table 2: Example Population with Ranked Selection Probabilities .

Solution Encoding

Whenever designing any type of computer program, potential solutions to the
problem being solved must be represented in some way. The representation chosen for a
GA is especially important since it can determine how well it performs. It must be
flexible enough to provide crossover and mutation operators. It is important that all
possible solutions be able to be encoded and that only valid solutions be represented. It is
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also best if a small change in a chromosome produces only a small change in the solution
it represents (Kershenbaum, 1997).

Binary Encodings
The simplest method for encoding solutions is using only strings containing the
binary numbers zero and one. With only binary numbers to represent solutions,
chromosomes are typically very long strings. Holland argued that solutions encoded with
long strings containing a small number of alleles perform better than those encoded with
I

short strings containing a large number of alleles. He reasoned that long strings promote
more implicit parallelism, which will be described shortly (Mitchell, 1996).
An example of a binary encoding system is shown in Figure 3. The problem is to
find the square root of the number 16. While this is not a combinatorial optimization
problem, it could be solved using a genetic algorithm. The binary equivalents of the
numbers being represented could be used for the actual chromosomes.

Problem: Find the square root of 16.
Chromosome
Solution

01101
13

00101
5

00100
4

Figure 3: Binary Encoding Example

10001
17
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Many-Character Encodings
Rather than using only binary numbers to represent candidate solutions, a GA can
use a wider range of characters. Such an encoding is referred to as a many-character
encoding. When using a wider variety of characters to represent solutions, chromosomes
tend to be much shorter than when represented with only binary numbers. They are
natural to use but can be difficult to provide the flexibility required for the crossover and
mutation operators. The theory that they do not perform as well as binary encodings has
been questioned. The performance seems to depend on the problem being solved and the
biological operators used (Mitchell, 1996).
An example of a many-character encoding system is shown in Figure 4. The
problem being solved is the traveling salesman. Each of the cities is assigned an index
number. The chromosomes, then, contain an ordered list of indices representing the order
in which the cities are visited.

Problem: Traveling Salesman - Given a set of city indices and distances
between those cities, find the shortest path that visits all cities exactly once and
ends on the same city it starts with.
Chromosome

I-3-2-4-I

I-2-3-4-I

I-2-4-3-I

Solution

Figure 4: Many-Character Encoding Example

Tree Encodings

When using either a binary or a many-character encoding, the chromosomes are
typically of a fixed length. Tree encodings, which are represented within a program as
tree data structures, have the advantage of allowing for solutions from an open-ended
search space. However, they can grow very large, reducing the structure of the
chromosomes and making them difficult to understand (Mitchell, 1996).
Figure 5 contains an example of a problem for which a tree encoding would be
appropriate. The problem being solved is that of forming logical sentences from a
number of words. In each case, the sentence formed can be obtained by using an in-order
traversal of the tree.

Problem: Generate a logical sentence from any combination of the words “cow,'

cow

Chromosome
cow
cow
Solution

the cow eats
apples”

'eats cow cow apple the
the”

Figure 5: Tree Encoding Example
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Biological Operators
Once the initial candidate solutions have been generated, they must be taken
through the evolutionary process. This is done using a set of genetic operators. The three
most common operators are crossover, mutation, and elitism. These operators resemble
similar operations that take place in the natural world.

Crossover

Crossover simulates sexual reproduction between individuals in a population.
Two individuals are selected from the population to generate one or more new
individuals. Typically, two parents generate two new children during a single crossover.
This, however, can vary. Ideally, the new individuals that are developed will have some
similarities to both of the parent individuals. An example of a binary crossover is shown
in Figure 6. In this crossover, a point is selected among the bits of the chromosomes.
New individuals are generated by taking subsequences from both of the parents and
combining them into new individuals.

Parents
1 0 1 I OOl 0
I I 0| 01 I I

Children
IOllOl I I
I I 0 I0 0 I 0

Figure 6: Crossover Example
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Mutation

Mutation, just as in nature, should have a low probability of occurrence as it can
lead to chromosomes that have low fitness levels. The mutation operator is typically
used without regard to the final consequences. One example of a mutation is shown in
Figure 7. In this example, a random number of the bits have been selected in the
chromosome and those binary values have been flipped. Similar mutation methods can
be designed for the other types of encodings.

Original
100101

Mutant
110001

Figure 7: Mutation Example

Elitism

Elitism ensures that a genetic algorithm’s best individual(s) will never be lost
between generation steps. Before selection of parents to create new chromosomes, a
specified number of the best chromosomes in the current generation are copied to the new
generation. Elitism has been shown to improve the performance of GAs (Mitchell,
1996).

Program Termination

At some point, a GA must halt and provide a solution to the problem being
solved. The number of evolutionary steps to be taken can be determined by a couple of
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different methods. Perhaps the simplest method is to have the GA always go through
some specified number of generations. However, this may be wasteful of time if the GA
converges upon a good answer early in the evolutionary process. Rather than always
evolving a specified number of generations, the GA could terminate when the candidate
solutions in the population become very similar and advancement toward better solutions
is no longer being made.

Theoretical Foundations

While genetic algorithms have been very successful at solving many problems,
questions exist about the theoretical foundations regarding the types of problems they
work well for and why they work. John Holland believed that they work by
“discovering, emphasizing, and recombining good ‘building blocks’ of solutions in a
highly parallel fashion,” according to Mitchell (1996, 27). Good solutions are made up
of good building blocks, known as schemas. Over time, these schemas are likely to
remain intact during crossover and mutation. The fitness of an individual, then, contains
information about the fitness levels of all of its individual schemas (Forrest & Mitchell,
1993). While a GA may only contain n individuals, it actually contains many more
schemas. This allows for a large portion of the search space to be implicitly evaluated
simultaneously (Holland, 1975). The ability of GAs to simultaneously search many areas
of a search space is known as implicit parallelism.
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Advantages
When programming a GA, one significant advantage is that they are relatively
simple to code, even when the details to the problem being solved are unclear. They only
require that a fitness function, an encoding method, and biological operators be defined
(Levine, 1997). When a computer scientist is confronted with a problem for which a
direct algorithm cannot be found, a genetic algorithm can be a viable alternative. For
some problems, there may not be a polynomial-time solution because they fall into a time
complexity class such as nondeterministic-polynomial (NP) or exponential. GAs are able
to efficiently find good solutions in large search spaces without having to perform an
exhaustive search of the search space.

Disadvantages

Perhaps the greatest disadvantage to using a GA to solve a problem is that finding
a proper encoding method for candidate solutions is necessary but can be difficult. The
crossover and mutation operators must be designed to promote new solutions while
maintaining characteristics of both parent individuals. Also, genetic algorithms can take
a substantial amount of time to run, compared to more direct domain-specific algorithms.
It has also been shown that domain-specific approaches tend to offer better performance
than GAs (Levine, 1997). Another drawback of GAs is that when they are in their pure
form and do not contain any problem-specific algorithms, they tend to converge upon
solutions of poor quality. For that reason, some type of domain-specific hill-climbing

algorithm can benefit (Ahuja & Orlin, 1997). The crossover and mutation operators may
also be designed to benefit the problem being solved by incorporating problem-specific
algorithms. Such a GA is known as a hybrid. The theoretical foundations behind GAs
are also weak. There is a lack of proof regarding the rate of GA convergence upon good
solutions (Levine, 1997).
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CHAPTER 3
PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Parallel Computer Systems
Parallel computer systems contain multiple processors. These processors can
work together to solve a problem. This can provide the ability to solve problems faster
than with serial computer systems. This is especially important when solving a problem
that is computationally expensive and can require a great deal of time to process on a
serial computer system. A parallel computer can also be an effective way to build a
cheap computer with the power of a supercomputer. In recent years, relatively small
increases in processor speed have come at a great cost. Therefore, it can be cheaper to
harness many weaker CPUs than one very powerful CPU. An additional motivation for
using parallel computer systems is that the speed of serial computers will eventually
begin to stabilize (Kumar, Grama, Gupta, & Karypis, 1994). This is partly due to the
limitation of the speed of light, which states that nothing, including computer electronics,
can travel faster than light.

Algorithm Parallelization

Parallel computer systems require parallel algorithms to achieve performance
improvements. Most traditional algorithms have been developed using a serial approach
that only makes use of one processor. These algorithms must be redesigned to make use
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of multiple CPUs when they are available. The process of dividing an algorithm into
smaller units is known as task partitioning. The ability of an algorithm to make use of
additional processors effectively is known as the parallelizability of the algorithm. Some
algorithms are naturally more parallelizable and can make use of more processors than
others. The amount of task partitioning that can take place is the degree of parallelization
(Kumar et al., 1994).

Processor Granularity

Most parallel computer systems available range along a spectrum of those having
many weak processors to those with only a few very powerful processors. Systems with
many (in the thousands of) weak processors are known as fine-grain systems. Coarsegrain systems have a small number (fewer than twenty) of very powerful processors
available. Medium-grain systems fall between these two extremes with a medium
number of processors with the power of standard PCs. The granularity of a particular
system is the ratio of the time required for communication to the time required for
computation (Kumar et al., 1994). When selecting a particular system for an algorithm, it
is important to take into consideration both the computation power and the amount of
communication that is required. When parallelizing a genetic algorithm, the granularity
of the system is important, as will be seen with the different models of the PGA.
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Parallel Genetic Algorithms
While one goal of a PGA is that of obtaining a final solution faster than that
which is available using a serial system, an added benefit is the possibility of obtaining a
better solution than is attainable using a serial GA. In nature, better organisms can be the
result of maintaining diversity among a population. This can also be the case with GAs.
Using parallel computation can help to promote diversity in a population. A number of
methods of parallelization of genetic algorithms exist, a few of which will be discussed
here.

Farmed Parallel Genetic Algorithm

The farmed PGA was the first of the parallel models to be developed. With this
method, processors are divided among a master-slave architecture. One of the processors
acts as the farmer and the other processors serve the farmer as workers. The farmer is
responsible for maintaining the population and selecting which individuals are to be
crossed. The worker processors perform the crossover and mutation operations. This
design is illustrated in Figure 8 (Alba & Cotta, 1998).
The farmed PGA provides a very straightforward method of parallelization. It is
easily scalable to many processors since numerous workers could be made use of. One
great disadvantage, however, is the amount of costly communication that must take place
between the farmer and worker processors. Since only a single population is maintained,
additional diversity beyond that of the serial GA is not obtained.
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Farmer
Selection

Worker
Crossover
Mutation,

Worker
Crossover
Mutation,
Worker
Crossover
Mutation .

Figure 8: Farmed Parallel Genetic Algorithm Design

Cellular Parallel Genetic Algorithm

One method of parallelization of GAs that makes use of fine-grain parallelism is
the cellular PGA. In this model, each individual is assigned to a different processor in the
system. The individuals are laid out in some type of topology, which, hopefully, mimics
the underlying processor topology of the computer system. The individuals are then
restricted to crossover with their neighbors (Miihlenbein, 1989). After crossover, each
child must replace one of the parent individuals in the population. Figure 9 shows a set
of individuals in a two-dimensional mesh topology. One can see that if the individuals
could only be crossed with their neighbors, those on opposite ends of the mesh would
have little effect on each other.
The biggest advantage of the cellular PGA is the isolation of the subpopulations.
Maintaining the various neighborhoods will help promote diversity (Alba & Cotta, 1998).
Also, it is easy for this design to make use of numerous processors in a system. The
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greatest disadvantage is that it requires much communication between processors. It also
requires as many processors as there are individuals in the population, so it is not a very
scalable design.

Figure 9: Cellular Parallel Genetic Algorithm Design

Island Parallel Genetic Algorithm

The island PGA is the most popular model among the GA parallelization
methods. With an island PGA, a number of subpopulations are allowed to evolve in
parallel. At the beginning of the program, the individuals are divided among a number of
processors, each of which represents an island. Just as in nature, each island evolves its
own individuals separate from the other islands. Occasionally, individuals are allowed to
migrate to other islands to allow the good genes to spread (Lin, Punch, & Goodman,
1994). This algorithm is given in full in Figure 10 and an illustration is shown in Figure
11. In the layout of the islands in Figure 11, a ring topology is shown. Islands can only
exchange individuals through migration with adjacent islands. The topology of the
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islands determines this adjacency. It is best if the topology of the islands mimics that of
the processors but it is not essential, since communication is rare.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Randomly generate n individuals.
Give each of the i islands n/i individuals.
In parallel, loop once for each generation desired:
Calculate the fitness f (x) of each individual x.
Place the best number_elite individuals in new population.
Loop to generate (n - nxmber_elite) new individuals:
Select two parent chromosomes.
Cross the parents to generate two new individuals.
With some probability, mutate the children.
Place the two children into a new population.
End loop.
Replace the current population with the new population.
If migration time, select individual(s) to send.
Send individuals to and receive individuals from neighbors.
End loop.
The most fit individual among all islands is selected as the
solution.

Figure 10: Island Parallel Genetic Algorithm

Figure 11: Island Parallel Genetic Algorithm Design

The island PGA model allows diversity to exist since different populations evolve
independently from each other. It is also easily parallelizable to many processors since
many islands could be maintained. Communication costs are low since the only
communication required occurs at migration time. Since relatively few processors are
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needed, each of which requires high computation and little communication with other
processors, a medium or coarse-grain computer system should be selected. A drawback
to this model is that it involves many additional parameters including the number of
islands, the period between migrations, and the number of migrants allowed.
Determining the optimal values for these parameters can be difficult (Alba & Cotta,
1998).

Speedup from Parallelism
One measure used to compare the execution times of parallel and serial
algorithms is known as speedup. The speedup of a particular parallel algorithm is given
by the formula
Speedup ■

Serial _Time
Parallel Time

When an algorithm is designed for a parallel computer with n processors, speedups of
less than n are typical. This is due to the multiple processors having to be initialized and
to communicate with each other. Speedup of more than n is known as superlinear
speedup (Kumar et ah, 1994). In subsequent chapters, the speedup of parallelizing GAs
will be used to determine how much improvement in speed has been achieved.
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CHAPTER 4
PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION

Island Topologies
Five different variations of a genetic algorithm were implemented to solve both
the traveling salesman and job-shop scheduling problems. The first was the serial GA,
which makes use of only one processor and maintains only a single population of
individuals. Four variations of the island model PGA were developed, each using eight
islands of subpopulations. Each island is evolved on its own CPU. The island
connectivity of the PGAs determines which islands are allowed to communicate via
migration. In all of the GAs, a total of 128 individuals are used. This number of
individuals falls within the range of 50 to 200, which is common in most GAs. With the
PGAs, the 128 individuals are evenly distributed among the eight islands such that each
island evolves 16 individuals. A single elite individual is saved by each subpopulation
between generations to ensure that the islands never lose their best individuals. The
serial model also saves a single elite individual between generations.

Migration

Depending on the topology of the islands used by the PGAs, individuals may be
allowed to migrate between the islands. Whenever an individual is to migrate, it is
selected from all of the island’s individuals with ranked probabilities. Before migrating,
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a copy of the individual is made. The original individual remains on the island while the
copy emigrates. When an island receives a single immigrant, it replaces the weakest
individual on that island. For the general case, the n immigrants received replace the n
weakest individuals on the island. In all of the PGAs for this thesis, migration occurs
after every ten generations. A single individual migrates along every line of connectivity.

Serial Model

The first GA variation implemented was the serial model shown in Figure 12, in
which all 128 individuals are placed in a single population. Only one processor is used
by the program and this implementation does not require the use of parallel processing.
The single circle represents the single population of 128 individuals used by this model.

Figure 12: Single Population Topology

Parallel Models

The simplest island topology implemented was that with eight islands having no
connections with any other processors. In this case, each island evolves independently
from the others without any migration. This design is illustrated in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: No Connectivity Island Topology
The second island topology examined represents a model with limited migration.
To represent this layout, a unidirectional ring connects the islands. At migration time, a
single individual migrates from each island to the next island in the ring where it replaces
that island’s weakest individual. This topology is illustrated in Figure 14.

16

H

16

H

H

16

Figure 14: Unidirectional Ring Island Topology

The three-dimensional hypercube island topology, shown in Figure 15, represents
a model having moderate connectivity. Each island is connected to three other islands.
At migration time, each island sends out three individuals and receives three individuals.
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Figure 15: Three-Dimensional Hypercube Island Topology

The fully connected island model in Figure 16 represents high connectivity. Each
island is connected to every other island. At migration time, each island sends a copy of
one of its individuals to every other island. Each island receives a total of eight
individuals at migration time.

Figure 16: Full Connectivity Island Topology
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Statistics
Throughout the GA process, two statistical values about the population are
measured. The first is the best individual’s fitness level. This is the individual that
would be selected to serve as the solution to the problem if the genetic algorithm was
terminated at that time. The second level recorded is the average fitness level of the
population. The execution of each of the GAs is terminated after one hundred
generations. The two statistical values are recorded every five generations. In the PGA
models, an additional process is launched at the start of the program to record the
statistics. After five generations, each of the islands communicates with this statistics
process. Having this additional process allows statistics about the population (made of
eight subpopulations) as a whole to be recorded. The PGA models, then, use a total of
nine CPUs.
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CHAPTER 5
TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM

Problem Description
The symmetric traveling salesman problem (TSP) is defined as follows. Given a
set C = {ci, C2, ... cn} of n cities and a set D of distances between each pair of cities
(where the distance from city a to city b is the same as that from city b to city a), find the
minimal length path that visits each city exactly once and ends with the same city it starts
with.
The TSP has become a standard in the field of computer science because it is easy
to describe and yet it falls under the nondeterministic polynomial (NP)-complete time
complexity class, making it have high computational complexity. It has become one of
the most popular problems used to test sequence optimization algorithms. One can see
that the problem is a combinatorial optimization one since there is a finite set of possible
answers that will solve it and one of those possibilities is the optimal solution. Since the
TSP is combinatorial in nature, a GA is a good heuristic candidate that can be used to
find a near-optimal solution. Tb do so involves developing a representation method for
candidate solutions along with crossover and mutation operators to evolve the population.
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Candidate Solution Representation
The most natural encoding method that can be used for the TSP is a manycharacter encoding. Each chromosome consists of an ordered list of city indices
indicating the order in which the cities are to be visited. Figure 17 shows two examples
of TSP paths and the many-character encoding chromosomes that can be used to
represent those paths. It should be noted that the description of the TSP requires each
path to end with the same city it starts with. Since this is always true, it is not necessary
to indicate in the paths themselves that the final city is the same as the starting city.

Solution

Chromosome

034521

014253

Figure 17: TSP Chromosome Examples

Initial Population

As described in Chapter 2, starting with a population of fit individuals has proven
effective compared to starting with a randomly generated population (Ahuj a & Orlin,
1997). One method that can be used to generate fit individuals for the TSP is by using
the farthest insertion algorithm to generate each of the initial chromosomes. This is a
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traditional domain-specific algorithm that finds approximate TSP solutions. Figure 18
details the steps of this algorithm (Rosenkrantz, Steams, & Lewis, 1977).

1) Create a subgraph a-a from a single city a.
2) Loop until all cities have been added to the subgraph:
3)
Find the city c that is not in the subgraph and that is
farthest from any city in the subgraph.
4)
Find the path'(a, b) in the subgraph that minimizes distac +
distcb - distab.
5)
Insert city c between cities a and b in the subgraph.
6) End loop.

Figure 18: Farthest Insertion Algorithm

The algorithm begins by adding some initial city to the subgraph. If the algorithm
was always initialized with the same city, all of the individuals generated would be
exactly the same. To prevent this, the starting city is selected randomly. The worst case
of the quality of the solutions generated using farthest insertion has been proven to be
farthest insertion
----------------------- < 2m(number_cities) +0.16,
optimal
making the farthest insertion algorithm a good algorithm for quickly obtaining high
quality TSP paths (Rosenkrantz et ah, 1977).

Selection of Parent Individuals

The fitness of an individual is equal to the total distance of the path it represents.
When selecting the two parents to be crossed, the first is selected using rank selection (as
described in Chapter 2). To select the second parent, all of the population’s individuals
are assigned equal probabilities of selection. This ensures that the weak individuals have
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a good chance of being selected as at least one of the parents. Since the initial individuals
are generated using farthest insertion, it can be assumed that even those that are ranked as
weak are still quite fit.

Crossover Operator

A number of different crossover methods exist for the TSP. The crossover
method selected for this thesis was the partially mapped crossover. It ensures that the
children receive some of the ordering of the cities from both of the parents. Figure 19
describes the algorithm in full (Goldberg & Tingle, 1985).
1) , Select two cut points within the list of cities (the regions
between the points are the mapping sections).
2) Copy the mapping section of the first parent to the second
child.
3) Copy the mapping section of the second parent to the first
child.
1
4) Copy into child I the elements from parent I.
5) Copy into child 2 the elements from parent 2.
6) During steps 4 and 5, if the city being added from the parent
is already present in the child, follow the mapping section
until a city that has not been added is located.'

Figure 19: Partially Mapped Crossover Algorithm

It should be noted that the absolute positions of some elements of both parents are
preserved (Larranaga, Kuijpers, Murga, Inza, & Dizdarevich, 1999). An example of the
partially mapped crossover is shown in Figure 20. The mapping sections have been
/

marked in both the parents and the children. When building the first child (in the left
column), the mapping section |3 4 11is first copied to it from the second parent (in the
right column). The cities from the first parent are then to be copied to the child. If a city
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is already in the child, the mapping section is followed to find the next unvisited city.
Since city 3 has already been added, the mapping 3 <-> I can be followed. Again, since
city I has already been added, the mapping I

0 is followed. City 0 has not yet been

added so it is. This pattern is followed until both of the children have been generated.

Parents
Children

3 4 I I 2 0 I5 6
0 2 |34 I |56

0 5 |34 I |26
3 5 II 2 0 j4 6

Figure 20: Partially Mapped Crossover Example

Mutation Operator

Like crossover, a number of methods for mutation of chromosomes exist for the
TSP. The simplest is the exchange mutation and it has been selected as the mutation
operator for this thesis. It works as shown in Figure 21 (Banzhaf, 1990). Figure 22
shows an example of the exchange mutation occurring with a path of six cities.

Randomly select two cities in the path.
Swap the positions of the two cities.

Figure 21: Exchange Mutation Algorithm

Figure 22: Exchange Mutation Example
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To improve the quality of the GAs, a dynamic mutation rate has been
implemented. This allows the mutation rate to change dynamically as the population of
individuals becomes more or less similar. At the beginning of the program, the mutation
rate is set at 0.1 so that one in ten individuals created from crossover will be mutated.
When the percentage of difference between the population’s best and worst individuals’
fitness levels becomes very small, the mutation rate is increased by a factor of 0.05. The
highest level of mutation allowed is 0.4. The mutation rate is decreased by 0.05 when the
percentage of difference between the best and worst individuals’ fitness levels in a
population becomes large. A mutation rate of 0.4 is quite high considering that prior
research has shown that mutation can cause the average fitness of a population to worsen.
Since the goal of the GAs for this thesis is only to find a single good solution, the average
fitness level of the population is not of concern. The dynamic mutation rate has been
implemented in order to allow new solutions to be discovered that would not likely be
obtained with standard crossover or low mutation rates.

Local Optimization

After generating new individuals from crossover or mutation, local optimization,
or hill-climbing, can be used to improve the overall quality of the GA (Ahuj a & Orlin,
1997). One method for TSP local optimization is the 2-Optimal (or 2-Opt) algorithm. It
improves a tour by repeatedly exchanging two edges at a time when such an exchange
reduces the path length. This exchange process continues until no better Solution can be
found by exchanging edges (Lin, 1965). The algorithm is described in Figure 23 (Syslo,
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Deo, & Kowalik, 1983). An example of swapping two edges to improve a path length is
shown in Figure 24. The 2-Opt algorithm is used to possibly improve every individual
after it has been generated from crossover or mutated.
1) Let E = (ej, e2, ..., en) be the undirected edges in the current
path where each edge
is made up of both Si-Start and Sifinish city index values.
2) Loop:
3)
2=0.
4)
Loop for i=l to n-2 do:
5)
Loop for j=i+2 to n (or n-1 when 1=1) do:
6)
Let new_edge_l = edge from Si-Start to Sj-Start.
7)
Let nsw_sdgs_2 = edge from Si-finishto Sj-finish.
8)
If (( S j + Sj) - {nsw_sdgs_l + nsw_sdgs_2) > X) :
9)
X= ( ( S i + Sj) - (nsw_sdgs_l + nsw_sdgs_2) .
10)
Save I and j for later.
11)
End if.
12)
End loop.
13)
End loop.
14)
If (X > 0)
15)
Remove edges Si and Sj from E.
16)
Add edges nsw_sdgs_l and nsw_sdgs_2 to E.
17)
End if.
18) Until 2 = 0 .

Figure 23: 2-Opt Local Optimization Algorithm

Figure 24: Exchange of Edges by the 2-Opt Algorithm Example
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Data Sets

To test the effectiveness of the four variations of the PGA compared to the serial
GA at solving the TSP, three data sets were selected from the TSPLIB 95 (Reinelt, n.d.).
The library contains TSP data files that are popular throughout the literature. The files
selected were a280,pcb442, and att532. The numbers of cities within the data sets are
specified in the names of the files. The files were selected solely for the numbers of
cities they contain so that three different sizes of files would be represented in the
experiments and results.

Data Collection

As described in Chapter 4, two statistical values are recorded throughout the
execution of the GAs. The first is the fitness level of the best individual in the
population. The second is the average fitness level of the entire population. To
determine which of the parallelization models can be expected to obtain the highest
quality TSP solutions, the five models were all executed on the same data sets. For every
test variation performed, the program was executed a total of ten times. Each time, the
program’s random number generator was seeded with a different value. Each element of
data shown in the following tables represents the average of these ten runs.
One should note that the data shown in this chapter is of a concise form. The
fitness levels of only four of the one hundred generations have been listed. Graphs of all

of the generations’ fitness levels ,can be viewed in Appendix A. These graphs can be
useful in making comparisons of the five models.
Since the data sets used in these experiments are popular in the TSP literature, the
optimum solution qualities have already been proven. Therefore, the error percentages
from the optimum values can be calculated.

Best Individual Fitness Levels

Tables 3, 4, and 5 show the fitness levels of the best candidate solutions found
throughout the execution of the GAs for the three data sets. The levels obtained at four .
generations for each of the selected data sets are shown. Since the object of the TSP is to
find a minimal length path, those individuals with fitness levels that are low are superior
to those with high levels. The fitness level of the model that performed the best in each
of the generations has been marked with an asterisk. The amount of improvement in
error percentage made from the serial GA to the best performing PGA model during the
one-hundredth generation for each of the data sets is recorded in the data tables.
When solving both the a280 and att532 data sets, the fully connected PGA model
exhibited the best performance in the one-hundredth generation. The three-dimensional
hypercube model obtained the highest quality fitness levels for &iepcb442 data set.
Compared to the serial models, the solution quality improvements for the best individual
fitness levels were 100.00% (for a280), 6.49% (forpcb442), and 21.21% (for att532)
during the one-hundredth generation. Overall the fully connected PGA model can be
recommended for obtaining high quality individuals when solving the TSP.
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Table 3: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for TSP a280
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Table 4: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for TSP pcb442
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Table 5: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for TSP att532

Average Population Fitness Levels

Along with the best individual fitness levels, the average population fitness levels
obtained at the four selected generations during the GAs have also been recorded. When
executing a GA, the average population fitness level can be expected to improve as the
population evolves. Tables 6, 7, and 8 show the average population fitness levels
obtained by the GAs for the three TSP data sets.
In these experiments, one can see that the fully connected PGA model obtained
the highest average population fitness levels by the one-hundredth generation when
solving both the a280 and att532 data sets while the three-dimensional hypercube model
performed the best when solving the pcb442 data set. These models had error percentage
improvements over the serial models of 87.50% (for a280), 50.57% (for pcb442), and
52.42% (for att532). Again, the fully connected PGA model can be recommended for
obtaining high average population fitness levels when solving the TSP.
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Table 6: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for TSP a280
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Table 8: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for TSP att532

Execution Times

Along with the statistics about the populations, the times required to run all of the
programs have been recorded. Two different variations of time are important for
examination. First is the elapsed time, which measures the total amount of time that
passes between the start and the finish of a program. In contrast, the CPU time of a
program measures the total amount of computing time that occurs on all processors.
Table 9 shows the elapsed time averages for the serial and parallel models. One
can expect the elapsed times of the serial models to be greater than any of the parallel
models since they only make use of a single processor. Table 10 shows the total CPU
time averages for each of the models. The numbers in this table are much more similar to
each other than those in Table 9 since the CPU time reflects the total computation time of
all processors. A percentage value of the serial version has been supplied for each entry.
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The execution times required by the PGA models that exhibited the best
individual fitness levels by the one-hundredth generation should be noted. They required
12.1% (by the fully connected model for a280), 7.2% (by the three-dimensional
hypercube model for pcb442), and 7.7% (by the fully connected model for att532) of the
elapsed times required by the serial model. Using nine processors, the fully connected
model achieved superlinear speedups when obtaining solutions for pcb442 and att532.
These speedups could be due to each of the islands having to maintain fewer individuals
than the serial model. Those models used 109.5% (by the fully connected model for
a280), 64.9% (by the three-dimensional hypercube model forpcb442), and 70.9% (by the
fully connected model for att532) of the CPU time used by the serial model.
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Table 9: Elapsed Times Per Data Set for TSP
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Table 10: CPU Times Per Data Set for TSP
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Conclusion

Having executed the different island topology models on three TSP data sets, it
can be concluded that the model that exhibited the best overall performance was the fully
connected PGA model. The three-dimensional hypercube model closely follows this.
The serial model usually performed with the fourth highest solution qualities, performing
only better than the PGA model with no island connectivity. Parallelizing the GA for
solving the TSP has proven to be an effective method for obtaining higher quality
solutions faster than is possible with a serial GA.
In order to determine if the parallel model with full connectivity obtained error
percentages that were statistically better than the serial model, a Wilcoxon signed rank
test has been performed. A Wilcoxon test can be used to compare the solution qualities
obtained by two different algorithms. The quality of each algorithm is determined by the
solutions it obtained at all four examined generations for each of the three data sets. The
Wilcoxon test revealed that the fully connected PGA’s ability to obtain higher quality
best individuals than the serial model approached significance. The fully connected PGA
was able to obtain average population fitness levels that were statistically better than the
serial model. The complete calculations of these Wilcoxon tests can be viewed in
Appendix B.
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CHAPTER 6
JOB-SHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM

Problem Description

The job-shop scheduling problem is defined as follows. Given a set J = {/j,j 2 , ...
j n} of n jobs, where each job Ji consists of a set O = {o%, o2, ... om) of m ordered
operations specifying one of m machines from setM = {1,2,... m} arid the amount of
uninterrupted time required for processing on that machine, find the ordering of the
operations on the machines that requires the minimum makespan. The makespan of a
schedule is the amount of time required for all of the scheduled machines to finish
processing their assigned operations. At any time, a machine can only be processing a
single operation. Only one operation of a job may be processed at a time.
The JSSP is, perhaps, the most general of the scheduling problems. Like the TSP,
the JSSP is combinatorial in nature, having an optimal answer among a discrete set of
possibilities. The JSSP is also an NP-complete time complexity problem.

Candidate Solution Representation

For the JSSP, a many-character encoding is the most natural. Each chromosome
can be stored as a list of scheduled machines. The schedule for a particular machine is
the list of operations that are to be performed on it and the times at which they take place.
Table 11 shows an example of the type of data used to describe a JSSP, consisting of a

(
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Machine Time
3
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2
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I
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Table 11: JSSP Input Example

Individual I
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I: 5 (13-33), 9 (41-60), 1 (60-75)
2: 7 (0-20), 6 (20-35), 3 (75-92)
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Figure 25: JSSP Chromosome Examples
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set of jobs and various operations to be performed (each operation has been assigned a
unique identification number). Figure 25 shows two example chromosomes that could be
built from the supplied input.

Initial Population

One of the difficulties of the JSSP is that of ensuring, that the individuals are valid.
An algorithm proposed by Giffler and Thompson can be used to generate a valid schedule
given a list of jobs to be performed. The algorithm works as shown in Figure 26 (Giffler
& Thompson, 1960):
1) Loop:
2)
Build READY as the set of all of the earliest unscheduled
operations among the jobs.
3)
Find operation early which is the operation with the
earliest completion time among READY.
4)
Let mach be the machine required by operation early.
5)
Build CONFLICT as the set of all of the operations in READY
that require machine mach and have a start time before the
earliest completion time of early.
6)
Select an operation assign from CONFLICT.
I)
Schedule assign as the next operation on machine m with a
completion time set to the earliest completion time for
assign.
8) Until all operations have been scheduled.

Figure 26: Giffier-Thompson Algorithm
Figure 27 shows an example of one step in the Giffler-Thompson algorithm.
Each of the rectangles represents an operation in the READY set. One of the operations
on machine I has the earliest completion time. That operation is named early.
Therefore, all of the other operations that require machine I and have a start time that is
before the completion time of early are part of the CONFLICT set.
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READY Set
Mach I
Earliest
Completion
Time

Mach 2

CONFLICT
Set
Shaded

Mach I
Mach I
Mach 3

Mach I
Figure 27: Giffler-Thompson Algorithm Example

Selection of Parent Individuals

As with the TSP, the first parent supplied to the crossover operator is selected
using rank selection while the second is selected from all individuals having an equal
probability of selection. The fitness of an individual is equal to the makespan of the
schedule it represents.

Crossover Operator

For a crossover operator, the children individuals should receive some
characteristics from each of the parent individuals. A variation of the Giffler-Thompson
algorithm can be used to ensure that the children individuals generated are valid. This
algorithm works as shown in Figure 28. The matrix CHOOSE should be generated in a
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random fashion and it is used to determine which scheduled operations are obtained from
which parents. If the two schedules are identical to each other, the children generated
will be identical. As the algorithm is, only a single child can be generated from the
parents. However, by creating a second matrix that contains the opposite values found in
the CHOOSE matrix, a second child can be created to complement the first. Based on the
values found in the CHOOSE matrix, a child could resemble one parent more than the
other (Yamada & Nakano, 1992).
1) Let. CHOOSE be a matrix of I's and 2's generated randomly.
CHOOSE should have dimensions of number_operations rows and
Number_machin.es columns.
2) Loop:
3)
Build READY as the set of all of the earliest unscheduled
operations among the jobs.
4)
Find operation early which is the operation with the
earliest completion time among READY.
5)
Let mach be the machine required by operation early.
6)
Build CONFLICT as the set of all of the operations in
READY that require machine mach and have a start time
before the earliest completion time of early.
7)
Let next_op equal the number of current operations
assigned to
mach + I .
8)
Examine matrix CHOOSE.
If CHOOSE[next_op][mach] is I, select the operation
assign from CONFLICT that is the earliest in
parent I .
If CHOOSE[next_op][mach] is 2, select the operation
assign from CONFLICT that is the earliest in
parent 2.
9)
Schedule assign as the next operation on machine m with a
completion time set to the earliest completion time for
assign.
10) Until all operations have been scheduled.

Figure 28: Giffler-Thompson Crossover Algorithm
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Mutation Operator

Mutation has not been implemented in this genetic algorithm. This is consistent
with the JSSP literature..

Data Sets
For the job-shop scheduling problem, three data sets of different sizes were
selected from the Operations Research (OR) Library (Beasley, n.d.). Those files selected
were la20 (10 jobs, 10 operations), la30 (20 jobs, 10 operations), and IaSS (30 jobs, 10
operations) (Lawrence, 1984). Since these data sets are popular throughout the JSSP
literature, their optimal solution makespans are known.

Data Collection

For the JSSP, the same statistical values are recorded as with the TSP. The first is
the fitness level of the population’s best individual. The second is the population’s
average fitness level. Every test variation was tested a total of ten times. Each time, the
program’s random number generator was seeded with a different value. Each table
element here represents the average of ten runs. Graphs of both the best and average
fitness levels can be found in Appendix A.
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Best Individual Fitness Levels
Tables 12, 13, and 14 show the fitness levels of the best individuals found by the
five different models at four generations throughout the GAs. The fitness level of the
model that performed the best in each generation has been marked with an asterisk. The
percentage of error from the optimal value has also been indicated beside each fitness
level.
One can see that the unidirectional ring PGA model obtained the best individual
fitness level when solving the la20 data set while the fully connected model exhibited the
best performance when solving the la30 and la35. These PGA models had error
improvements over the serial models of 28.42% (for la20), 28.60% (for la30), and
64.50% (for la35). As the data set size increased, the effects of parallelizing the GA
were more pronounced.
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Table 12: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for JSSP la20
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Table 13: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for JSSP la30
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Average Population Fitness Levels

Tables 15, 16, and 17 contain the average population fitness levels obtained by
the five models at four generations of the GAs. The fully connected PGA exhibited the
best performance in the one-hundredth generation with error percentage improvements of
27.25% (for la20), 34.63% (for la.30), and 49.21% (for la35) over the serial model.
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Table 15: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for JSSP la20
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Table 17: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for JSSP la35

Execution Times

Along with the fitness level statistics, the times to run all of the models used to
solve the JSSP have also been recorded. Table 18 shows the elapsed times and Table 19
shows the CPU times for the five models. One interesting note is that when solving the
TSP, the PGAs required less CPU time than the serial GAs. When solving the JSSP, the
PGAs require more than the serial GAs.
The execution times required by the models that obtained the best individual
fitness levels by the one-hundredth generation should be noted. They required 15.1% (by
the unidirectional ring model for la20), 13.4% (by the fully connected model for la30),
and 13.1% (by the fully connected model for la35) of the total elapsed times required by
the serial model. The top-performing PGA models used 122.2% (by the unidirectional
ring model for la20), 117.2% (by the fully connected model for la30), and 117.2% (by
the fully connected model for la35) of the CPU time used by the serial model.
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Table 18: Elapsed Times Per Data Set for JSSP
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101.7

la 2 0
la 3 0
la 3 5

100.0
100.0
100.0

P a r a lle l
U n id irec tio n a l
R in g
CPU
Tim e
Ser.

P a r a lle l N o
C o n n ectivity
CPU
T im e
Ser.
(sec)

14.4
54.8
119.1

123.1
116.1
117.1

14.3
54.8
119.0

122.2
116.1
117.0

P a r a lle l 3 -D
H y p e rd u b e
CPU
Tim e
Ser.
(sec)

14.3
54.9
119.1

122.2
116.3
117.0

P a r a lle l F u ll
C o n n ectivity
CPU
Tim e
Ser.
(sec)

14.3
55.3
119.2

122.2
117.2
117.2

Table 19: CPU Times Per Data Set for JSSP

Conclusion

As with the TSP, the fully connected PGA exhibited the best ability at obtaining
both best individual and average population fitness levels by the one-hundredth
generation. It also was the best performer the most number of times in all four of the
generations examined. Parallelizing the GA used to solve the JSSP has been shown to be
an effective method for quickly obtaining high quality solutions. Wilcoxon tests in
Appendix B have shown that the parallel models with full connectivity were able to
obtain statistically better best individual and average population solutions than the serial
models.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

Genetic algorithms have proven to be effective methods for finding near-optimal
solutions to combinatorial optimization problems. By providing a flexible encoding
system for solutions and using the ideas of natural selection to choose fit individuals for
crossover, the GA can quickly find a good solution to a problem within even a very large
search space.
Genetic algorithms to solve the traveling salesman and job-shop scheduling
problems have been implemented. One serial and four island model parallel GAs have
been designed to solve each of the problems. Each of the parallel models maintains a
different topology of its islands, allowing individuals to migrate along the island
connections.
When solving the TSP, the best parallel models obtained best individual error
percentages for the three data sets that were 100.00%, 6.49%, and 21.21% better than the
corresponding serial models in the one-hundredth generation. These PGA models used
only 12.1%, 7.2%, and 7.7% of the elapsed times used by the serial GA models. The top
performing parallel models’ best individual error percentages exhibited improvements of
28.42%, 28.60%, and 64.50% over the serial models for the three examined JSSP data
sets. These PGA models’ percentages of elapsed times required by the serial models
were 15.1%, 13.4%, and 13.1%. The fully connected PGA exhibited the best
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performance for obtaining both best individual fitness levels and average population
fitness levels.
The TSP and JSSP problems have been selected as representatives of
combinatorial optimization problems. The results shown here can hopefully be extended
to other types of problems that are combinatorial in nature. Additional work with other
types of problems could help solidify the ideas presented.
GAs themselves will most likely continue to be a viable method for solving
problems for which more direct algorithms do not exist. Additional ideas from nature,
such as sexual differentiation of individuals and predator-prey relationships, could be
beneficial in GAs.
Parallel computing will likely continue in its popularity for solving problems that
require a great deal of time. Since a GA can require much computational time, it is well
suited for implementation on parallel computing systems. PGAs are capable of obtaining
both faster execution times and higher quality solutions by fully exploiting the powers of
parallel computer systems, making them a powerful technique, for solving problems.

I
Ii
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APPENDIX A
FITNESS LEVEL GRAPHS
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Data Set: a280 Optimum: 2,579
Best Individual Fitness
Per Generation

2750
2730
2710
2690
% 2670

----- Serial
----- No Connectivity
- - - Ri n g
—

do 2630

3-D Hypercube
Fully Connected

2610
2590
2570
2550
Generation
Figure 29: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for a280
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Data Set: a280 Optimum: 2,579
Average Population Fitness
Per Generation

2750
2730
2710
2690
s> 2670

------ Serial
------ No Connectivity
----- Ring

<d 2650

3-D Hypercube
—

SZ 2630

Fully Connected

2610
2590

2550
Generation
Figure 30: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for a280
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Data Set: pcb442 Optimum: 50,778
Best Individual Fitness
Per Generation

56000

Best Fitness

55000

54000

-------- Serial
-------- No Connectivity
......... Ring
3-D Hypercube
--------Fully Connected

53000

52000

51000
Generation
Figure 31: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for pcb442
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Data Set: pcb442 Optimum: 50,778
Average Population Fitness
Per Generation
56000

Average Fitness

55000

54000

-------- Serial
--------No Connectivity
......... Ring
3-D Hypercube
--------Fully Connected

53000

52000

51000

Generation
Figure 32: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for pcb442
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Data Set: att532 Optimum: 27,686
Best Individual Fitness
Per Generation
30500

30000

29500
-------- Serial
-------- No Connectivity
......... Ring

il 29000

3-D Hypercube
--------Full Connectivity
28500

28000

27500
G e n e ra tio n

Figure 33: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for att532
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Data Set: att532 Optimum: 27,686
Average Population Fitness
Per Generation
30500

30000

29500
--------Serial
--------No Connectivity
o 29000

......... Ring
3-D Hypercube
--------Full Connectivity

28500

28000

27500
O

lfi
I-

O
CO

IO
'd"

O
CO

IO
h-

O
O)

Generation
Figure 34: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for att532
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Best Fitness

Data Set: Ia20 (10x10) Optimum: 902
Best Individual Fitness
Per Generation

--------Serial
--------No Connectivity
......... Ring
3-D Hypercube
--------Full Connectivity

Generation
Figure 35: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for la20
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Data Set: Ia20 (10x10) Optimum: 902
Average Population Fitness
Per Generation

----- Serial
----- No Connectivity

o> 1100

- - - Ri ng
3-D Hypercube
—

Full Connectivity

Generation
Figure 36: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for la20
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Best Fitness

Data Set: Ia30 (20x10) Optimum: 1,355
Best Individual Fitness
Per Generation

-------- Serial
-------- No Connectivity
......... Ring
3-D Hypercube
--------Full Connectivity

Generation
Figure 37: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for la30
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Data Set: Ia30 Optimum: 1,355
Average Population Fitness
Per Generation

----- Serial
----- No Connectivity
- - - Ri n g
3-D Hypercube
—

Full Connectivity

Generation
Figure 38: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for IaSO
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Data Set: Ia35 (30x10) Optimum: 1,888
Best Individual Fitness
Per Generation

2500

-------- Serial

« 2200

-------- No Connectivity
......... Ring
3-D Hypercube

Qj 2100

--------Full Connectivity

Generation

Figure 39: Best Individual Fitness Per Generation for la35
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Data Set: Ia35 (30x10) Optimum: 1,888
Average Population Fitness
Per Generation

2400

----- Serial

S 2200

----- No Connectivity
- - - Ri n g

g> 2100

—

3-D Hypercube
Full Connectivity

2000

Generation
Figure 40: Average Population Fitness Per Generation for la35
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APPENDIX B

STATISTICAL CALCULATIONS
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Goal: Prove that the parallel with foil connectivity model GA is statistically better than
the serial model at obtaining best individuals at specific generations when solving the
TSP.
Method: Wilcoxon Test
Let E[x\ = expected quality of serial model
and E\y\ = expected quality of parallel with foil connectivity model.
Let Et0 = E[x\ = E\y\
and Hd = E[x\ > E\y\.
G en

X

y

x -y

\x-y\

R a n k \x-y\

S ig n e d R a n k
\x-y\

25

50
%
75
100

0.43
0.13
0.13
0.13

0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.14
0.13
0.13
.0.13

0.14
0.13
0.13
0.13

6.5
4
4
4

6.5
4
4
4

25
50
75
100

2.50
1.65
1.10
0.77

2.65
1.46
1.07
0.98

-0.15
0.19
0.03
-0.21

0.15
0.19
0.03
0.21

8
9
I
10

-8
9
I
-10

25
50
75
100

2.10
1.51
0.96

2.15
1.09
0.68
0.52

-0.05
0.42
0.28
0.14

0.05
0.42
0.28
0.14

2
12
11
6.5

-2
12
11
6.5

I
£
i

0.66

Sum W = 3 8

Table 20: Wilcoxon Test for TSP Best Individual Fitness Levels
We can reject the null hypothesis if W>Wj. a.
The critical value JV(a) for n >10 is
W(a) = Z(a)-Jn(n + l)(2n + l)/6
where Z(a) is the standard normal ffactile such that a region of size a is to the left of Z(a).
Then, for «=12 and «=0.05, W1-0.05 - 41.94.
Since IF= 38 < IFuaos = 41.94 the null hypothesis is not rejected implying that the quality
of the serial model is equal to the quality of the parallel with foil connectivity model at
finding best individual fitness levels throughout the GA at «=0.05. It approaches
significance at «=0.10.
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Goal: Prove that the parallel with full connectivity model GA is statistically better than
the serial model at obtaining average population fitness levels at specific generations
when solving the TSP.
Method: Wilcoxon Test
Let i?[x] = expected quality of serial model
and E\y\ = expected quality of parallel with full connectivity model.
Let Ho - E[x\ = E\y]
and Ha = E[x\ > E\y\.
S ig n e d R a n k
Gen

25
50
%
75
100

1.12
0.29
0.15
0.16

25
■ 50
75
100

4.94
4.17

25
50
75
100

4.14
3.29
2.10
1.24

t
S
I

y

x -y

\x-y\

R a n k \x-y\

. \x-y\

0.89
0.06
0.02
0.02

0.23
0.23
0.13
0.14

0.23
0.23
0.13
0.14

3.5
3.5
I
2

3.5
3.5
I
2

3.87
2.01
1.25
1.01

1.07
2.16
1.74
0.75

1.06
2.16
1.75
0.75

8
12
11
7

8
12
11
7

3.42
1.66

0.72
1.63
1.21
0.65

0.72
1.63
1.22
0.65

6
10
9
5

6
10
9
5

X

2.99
1.76

0.89
0.59

Sum W = 78

Table 21: Wilcoxon Test for TSP Average Population Fitness Levels

We can reject the null hypothesis if W>Wi- aThe critical value W(a) for n > 10 is
W(a) = Z(a)Jn(n + l)(2n + l)/6
where Z(a) is the standard normal fiactile such that a region of size a is to the left of Z(a).
Then, for n=12 and ot=0.05, Wi-o.os= 41.94.
Since W= 78 > Wi-o.os = 41.94 the null hypothesis is rejected, inferring that the quality of
the parallel with full connectivity model is better than the serial model at finding average
individual fitness levels throughout the GA at «=0.05.
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Goal: Prove that the parallel with full connectivity model GA is statistically better than
the serial model at obtaining best individuals at specific generations when solving the
JSSP.
Method: Wilcoxon Test
Let E[x\ = expected quality of serial model
and E\y] = expected quality of parallel with foil connectivity model.
Let Ho = E[x\ = E\y\
and Ha =- E[x\ > E\y\.
S ig n e d R a n k

X
3.57
2.85
2.85
2.85

3.75
2.47
2.47
2.47

75
100

5.99
4.70
4.50
4.44

25
50
75
100

2.81
2.00
1.69
1.69

G en
25

<N 50
-S 75
100
25

O
PT) 50

-S

-5

\x-y\

R a n k \x-y\

\x-y\

-0.18
0.38
0.38
0.38

0.18
0.38
0.38
0.38

2
5
5
5

-2
5
5
5

5.82
4.00
3.27
3.17

0.17
0.70
1.23
1.27

0.17
0.70
1.23
1.27

I
7
11
12

I
7
11
12

2.46
0.90
0.76
0.60

0.35
1.11
0.93
1.09

0.35
1.11
0.93
1.09

3
10
8
9

3
10
8
9

y

Sum W = 74

Table 22: Wilcoxon Test for JSSP Best Individual Fitness Levels

We can reject the null hypothesis if W>W/. aThe critical value W(a) for n > 10 is
F(Gf) = Z(a)Jn(n + l)(2n + l)/6
where Z(a) is the standard normal tractile such that a region of size a is to the left of Z(a).
Then, for «=12 and «=0.05, JJj-0.05 = 41.94.
Since F = 74 > F i-0.05 = 41.94 the null hypothesis is rejected, inferring that the quality of
the parallel with foil connectivity model is better than the serial model at finding average
individual fitness levels throughout the GA at «=0.05.
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Goal: Prove that the parallel with full connectivity model GA is statistically better than
the serial model at obtaining average population fitness levels at specific generations
when solving the JS SP.
Method: Wilcoxon Test
Let E[x\ = expected quality of serial model
and E\y\ = expected quality of parallel with full connectivity model.
Let Ho = E[x\ = E\y]
and Ha = E[x\ > E\y\.
G en

X

y

x -y

\x-y\

R a n k \x-y\

S ig n e d R a n k
\x-y\

25

50
cm
-S 75
100

10.68
5.32
4.27
3.56

10.98
3.50
2.77
2.59

-0.30
1.82
1.50
0.97

0.30
1.82
1.50
0.97

2
11
10
5

-2
11
10
5

25
50
-S 75
100

12.03
8.44
6.57
5.40

12.23
7.93
5.17
3.53

-0.20
0.51
1.40
1.88

0.20
0.51
1.40
1.88

I
4
9
12

-I
4
9
12

25
£ 50
-S 75
100

6.95
4.44
3.23
2.54

8.10
4.09
2.12
1.29

-1.16
0.35
1.10
1.24

1.16
0.35
1.10
1.24

7
3
6
8

-7
3
6
8

S5

O

Sum W = 5 8

Table 23: Wilcoxon Test for JSSP Average Population Fitness Levels

We can reject the null hypothesis if W>Wi. aThe critical value W(a) for n > I Ois
W(a) = Z{a)^n{n + 1)(2» + 1) / 6
where Z(a) is the standard normal ffactile such that a region of size a is to the left of Z(ct).
Then, for n=\2 and a=0.05, JFi-o.os = 41.94.
Since W= 58 > Wi-o.os = 41.94 the null hypothesis is rejected, inferring that the quality of
the parallel with full connectivity model is better than the serial model at finding average
individual fitness levels throughout the GA at «=0.05.
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